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OSCILLATORY PERTURBATIONS 
OF THE NAVIER STOKES EQUATIONS 
By E. GRENIER 
ABSTRACT. - In this paper, we study the convergence of weak and strong solutions of oscillatory perturbations 
of the Navier-Stokes equations and in particular the asymptotic behaviour of rotating fluids and of slightly 
compressible fluids. 
Introduction 
We consider the following system of equations 
(1) WE) &u” + V(tf 8 ‘1~“) - Au’ + - +Vp=O in R, & 
(2) V.u”=O in R, 
(3) u’(0) = u; with v.uo = 0, 
where R = T2 or T3 (the two and three dimensional torus), L is a linear operator and ILL 
converges strongly in L2(0) to a function ~0. 
We say that this perturbation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is oscillatory 
if the following linear system (“associated wave equation”) 
(4) &v+PL(v) = 0 in 0, 
(5) w(0) = wo with 0.1~0 = 0, 
(where P is the L2 orthogonal projection on divergence-free vector fields) has a global 
solution denoted by L(t) ~0, for all time t E R, with 
(6) IIW~OllH”(R) = ll~ollH~(n, 
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and 
(7) 
for all rlo in H”(Q), and for all s E R. Formally, L(t) = exp(-tl). 
Physically, it means that waves of non-vanishing amplitude but of high speed (l/~) will 
propagate through the medium. The main example is L(v) = II x B where B is a constant 
vector field, which leads to so called Rossby waves in meteorology. 
A similar group of isometries was introduced by S. Schochet in [21] to study the short 
time limit of the Euler equations for compressible fluids (see added in proof). We recover 
some results of [21] in section 6. 
Averaged equation 
When such waves occur, &uE is no longer uniformly bounded, so the classical proofs 
([14], [22]) to take the limit E --+ 0 no longer work. We have then to filter these waves. 
For that we consider 
v’(t) = c ; u’(t). 
( > 
On vUE, we have: 
THEOREM 0.1. - Let uE be a sequence of solutions of (I, 2, 3) such that u’(0) strongly 
converges in L2(R), to UO. Then, for a subsequence: 
(9) d(t) = L ; u’(t) 
( > 
converges strongly in L2([0, T]: L2(0)) fl CO([O, T], D’(C2)) 
to a .function v. Moreover, v is solution of 
(10) &?I + Q(v,v) - vu = 0: 7/(O) = uo, 
where Q and V are averaged transport and diffusion operators which depend on L and 
R, and can be explicitely calculated. 
(For a detailed statement, and for the expression of Q and D, see Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 3.1.) 
In all the applications we will consider, the operators Q and 2, are independent of 
time (see sections 3 and 4) and D = A. The averaged equation (lo), which can be 
very complicated, is deeply linked to L, and can be seen as describing the interaction 
and dissipation of the waves created by C (“L-waves”). The operator & is an interaction 
between L-waves: waves of wave number k and k’ create a L-wave of wave number k + k’ 
if w(k) + w(k’) = w(k + k’), w h ere w is the frequency of the wave. This is an example 
of S-waves interaction in weak turbulence (see [7]). 
Our approach is strongly linked to the study and justification (in small time) of oscillatory 
Ansatz for the quasineutral limit of the Vlasov-Poisson system (see [S], [9], ), where 
averaged equations like (10) have been obtained. 
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Well-prepared data 
In the case of the Coriolis force in T3, if the initial data are “well-prepared’, uE converges 
strongly in L2( [0, T], L’(R)), and the limit equations are simple. More precisely, 
THEOREM 0.2. - Zf 0 = T3, with frame (el, e2, es), if L(U) = u x B where B is a 
constant vector colinear to e3, and if ug E H”(n) f or some s > 2, the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
i) there exists a sequence uE of solutions of (I, 2, 3) which converges strongly to a 
function TL in L2([0,T], L2(n)) n C”([O,T],D’(R)), 
ii) &a,,‘(O) is bounded in L2(R), uniformly in E, 
iii) ~0, strong limit of u’(O) in L2(R), is invariant by translation in the e3 direction. 
If one of these assertions holds, u is independent on the third component x3 and satisfy 
a two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equation, with initial data u(O). 
This Theorem is related to the discussion of S. Klainerman and A. Majda on the 
incompressible limit of the Euler equations ([lo]) and also to the “bounded derivative 
principle” of H.-O. Kreiss ([ll]). 
Domain with boundaries 
For open subsets R of R2 or R3 with non empty boundary, the situation is more 
complicated. So, in the present paper, we will only deal with the case of “well-prepared’ 
initial data, for the case of the Coriolis force, when R c R3. 
Organization of the paper 
In the first and second parts we will get uniform bounds on weak and strong solutions of 
( 1) 2, 3) and prove Theorem 0.1. In the third part we will study the operators D and Q. In 
the fourth section, we investigate the weak convergence and the oscillations of uE and prove 
Theorem 0.2 in the general case. The following parts deal with applications of these results 
to the Coriolis force, and to the compressible Euler and Navier Stokes equations. The last 
part deals with the Coriolis perturbation of the Navier Stokes equations when dR # 0. 
NOTATION. - Let R = Td, excepted in section 7, where Td is the d-dimensional torus 
Rd/27rZd, P is the orthogonal projector on divergence free vectors fields, A is the Laplace 
operator, Vu the gradient of a scalar u and V.u the divergence of a U. The transport 
operator V(u @ U) = (u.V)u (for divergence-free vector field u of coordinates uj) is given 
in coordinates by u$~u~ (where repeated indices are summed). We will denote by F the 
Fourier transform in the space variable x, and by S2 the unit sphere of R3. Let (ei, e2) or 
(el, e2, es) be a frame of Ud and (xi, x2) or (xi, x2, x3) or (x, y, ,z) be the coordinates. 
Remark. - After the fulfillment of this paper, the author was acquainted with a similar 
recent work by A. Babin, A. Mahalov and B. Nicolaenko ([2], [3]). 
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1. Convergence of corrected weak solutions 
In this section we study the convergence of weak solutions of (1, 2, 3). 
1.1. Existence of solutions 
PROPOSITION 1.1. - Let R = Td with d = 2 or 3. For all T > 0 and for all E with 
0 < E < 1, there exists a weak solution ~‘(t, x) of the perturbed Navier-Stokes equations 
(I, 2, 3), with 
(11) UF E L”([O, T],L2(IL)) n L2([0,T],H1(R)). 
Moreover, uE is uniformly bounded in this space. 
SKETCH OF PROOF. - Notice first that assumptions (6) and (7) imply that lQ L(u).u = 0, 
when ‘u E L2(R), which means that the singular perturbation does not create energy. So: 
which leads to an energy estimate which is independent on E. The classical proofs of ([ 131, 
[14], [22]) can then be adapted to this case. 0 
1.2. Corrected solutions 
Let 1~~ be a sequence of weak solutions of equations (1, 2, 3) with initial data ,u& To 
take the limit of u’, we have no uniform bounds for time derivatives of uE, so the classical 
proofs of ([14], [22]) do not work to take the limit of 71,“. In fact, in the general case, 
we can not have a better bound on &v” than C/E. This is linked to the propagation of 
highly oscillatory waves in R. So we have to “filter” these waves. One way of doing 
this is to look at 
This corrected function satisfies 
From (6) and Proposition 1.1, we already know that: 
(15) ve is uniformly bounded in L”(O;T; L2(f2)) n L2(0,T; H1(R)). 
On uE, we have: 
THEOREM 1.2. - Let R = T2 or T”. Let U’ be a sequence qf solutions of (1, 2, 3), bounded 
in L”(0, T; L2(R)) n L2(O; T; Ill(R)). For a subsequence, vE = ,C-t/~)zf converges in 
C”( [0, T], D(R)) and strongly in L2(0, T; H”(0)) for all s < 1 to a function U, with 
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on T” and a similar bound on T2 and 
u(O) = 710. 
In particular, for every s < 1, 
rLE - ,C f ‘0 + 0 strongly in L2(0,T:H”(R)). 
0 
Moreover, 71 satisfies 
(16) iI&?/ + &(?I, u) - vu = 0, 
where Q(w, 71) is the limit of 
and D(v) is the limit of 
both in the sense of distributions as E --+ 0. 
Remark. - This Theorem is the first step of our analysis. The operators Q and D can be 
explicitely computed with the help of the Fourier transform. It will be done in a particular 
case in section 3. The main point is that, in fact, they are time independent. 
Proof. - The proof is quite classical. Let us consider only the case d = 3 (d = 2 is 
simpler). We will first prove that 
(17) i&v’ is uniformly 
For that, we consider 
bounded in L413(O> T; H-l). 
where we used the Sobolev inequalities and the fact that L(t/c) is an isometry on L2 and 
H1. As L is an isometry on H-l 
is uniformly bounded in L4j3(0, T; H-l). 
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For L(?)*L(t). it is even simpler: 
(19) G is uniformly bounded in L’(O, T; H-l). 
So we have proved (17). 
Now, by classical compactness arguments ([ 141, [22]), we deduce from (15) and (17) 
the existence of a subsequence of 11~ (always denoted by vE) such that: 
(20) Al’ converges strongly in L2(0, T; H”) to a function U. 
for all 0 5 s < 1, 
(21) 11~ converges weakly in L2(0, T; H’) to 11 
and from (18, 19) 
(22) 
converges in the sense of distributions, to Qv and Dv. 
But from (20) we get that 
converges strongly to 0 in Li(O, T; L1). So, as tL is an isometry on H”, for all s, Qv is 
in fact a limit in the sense of distributions of 
In the same way, 2% is the limit of 
At t = 0, v”(O) = u’(0). But u”(0) converges strongly in L2(R), to uo. From (15) and 
(17), we deduce that v(0) = uo. So there is no initial layer in time. 0 
2. Convergence of corrected strong solutions 
We are now interested in strong solutions in small time of (1, 2, 3). The results and 
methods are similar to those of the previous section. 
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2.1. Existence of solutions 
PROPOSITION 2.1. - Let R = Td with d > 1. Zfu’( 0) is bounded in H”(Q) with s > d/2 + 1 
and converges strongly in H”(R) to UO, there exists T > 0 independent of E and solutions 
u,” of (I, 2, 3) uniformly bounded in C([O, T], H”(R)). 
SKETCH OF PROOF - Notice that since 62 has no boundary, for every multiindex u: 
J 
. d”uL(d”u) = 0 
holds for all sufficiently smooth function, so the energy estimates obtained by applying d” 
to the equation (1) and multiplying by 8% lead to uniform bounds in C( [0, T] , H”( 0)). 
The classical proofs of [lo] and [20] can then be adapted to get an uniform existence 
time and uniform bounds. Cl 
2.2. Corrected solutions 
THEOREM 2.2. - Let u” be a sequence of strong solutions of (1, 2, 3), bounded in 
C([O,T], H”(R)) for some s > d/2 + 1 Let .u~ = ~Z(-~/E)U&. For a subsequence, 11” 
converges strongly in C( [0, T], HSIW2( 0)) f or every s’ < s to a junction v, with v(0) = ug 
and 
(24) a,v + Q(v, v) - Dv = 0, 
where Q(v,v) is the strong limit in C([O,T], H”‘-2(s2)) o~~(-t/~)V(~(t/~)v~~(~/~)~) 
and D is the strong Eimit in C([O, T], H”‘-2(0)) of L(--t/~)AL(t/&)v. 
Proof - By (6), v’ is bounded in C( [O; T], H”(R)) (which is an algebra for s > d/2) 
and therefore 
(25) &v”=-L 
is bounded in C([O, T], HSe2(R)), so a subsequence of vE converges strongly in 
C([O, T], H”‘-2(R)) f or every s’ < s. The end of the proof is as in the previous section. 0 
3. Expression of D and & on a model problem 
Let us consider system (4, 5) on the torus 62 = T2 and assume that L and C have the 
particular form, in Fourier variable k E Z2: 
(26) PLV = -F’-liw(k)A@) 
and 
L ” v=3-lexp 
0 
iw(k)t 
-3v(k), E & 
where w(k) is real-valued. 
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The situations we are mostly interested in (like for the Coriolis force in 8” where for 
each t’~ there are two frequencies *w(k)) are more complicated, but the analysis is similar 
and will be sketched in section 4.5. 
As ,!Z can be expressed by (27). G and a commutes, so 
(28) II = a. 
We will make the proofs in the case of weak solutions, studied in section 1, the 
case of strong solutions in small time being similar and easier. So let T > 0 and 
let 7~~ be a sequence of weak solutions of (1, 2), with initial data $J, bounded 
in L”([O,T],L’(R)) n L2([0,T],H1(R)). Let ?P(t) = L(--t/c)~P(t) which converges 
strongly to PI in L2( [O? T], H”(R)) for every s < 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. - On T2, under the assumption (27). 
(29) Q(71,V) = PV3’-l c 37/(k) @3v(k’), 
(k,k’)ES.k+k’=k” 
where 
(30) s = {(k, k’) E z2 ,w(k) + w(k’) = w(k + k’)}. 
Remark. - The operator & is quadratic and autonomous (it does not depend on time). 
Notice that for two functions u1 and u2 E L2(R), we can define Q(ul, 7~~) in an obvious 
way. 
Proof. - We have to study L(-t/e)V(L(t/e),u @ ,!Z(~/E)?I). First we regularize ‘YI. Let 
(10”) be a sequence of C-(10. T[ x T2) functions with compact support which converges 
strongly to ‘u in L2(0, T; H”) for every 0 < .s 5 1, when 71 -+ 0. 
Using (23), and the fact that tL is an isometry on H”(T2) for all s, we have 
(31) Qw” - Q,w in the sense of distributions, 
when n -+ 0. 
We have, for j = l> 2: 
(32) ~(~)P,(,(i)lo:C(j)iiI”) 
= p3-1 c 
,~(w(k)+w(k’)-w(k+k’))~Ik:13W?(t, k)3,u/v(t. q 
which converges in the sense of distributions to 
(33) r3-’ c 
(k.k’)ES.k+k’=k” 
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So, we have 
(34) G!(w”,w~) = pr73-l ( IfI 3w7(t, k) @ 3w7(t, x:0) 
(k,k’)ES,k+k’=k” 
Now, the right-hand side of (34) converges in the sense of distributions as n 
pv3-1 
c 
‘)ES.kS 
3u(t, k’)) . 
--+ 0, to 
because UY ---f ‘v in L2(0,T; P). Cl 
Remark. 
l Let us interpret the set S. The solution U’ contains highly time oscillatory waves 
exp(ik.z + it~(k)/~). The transport term VU” @ uE creates a coupling between these 
waves. But the product of two waves exp(il;.z + it~(IC)/e) and exp(ilc’.n: + l;t~(k.‘)/~) 
create a wave exp(ilc”.z+itw(k”)/e) if and only if k+lc’ = P’ and w(k)+w(k’) = w(,“). 
This kind of interpretation is usual in weak turbulence theory (see for instance [7]). 
l The operator Q is given by an expression similar to (29) on T3 (see section 4.5). 
4. Analysis of the averaged equations on a model problem 
Let us consider system (4, 5) on the torus R = T2 and assume that L and ,C have the 
particular form (26) and (27). 
4.1. “Slow and rapid manifold” 
We will now give and interpretation of equation (29) and study the weak limit il of u’. 
Let 
(3!3) 
and 
c = {k E z2 1 w(k) =O} 
(37) P- = {k E z2 1 w(k) #O}. 
The set C can be seen as the “slow” or “inertial” Fourier manifold of the problem, and 
Cl = C’ as the “fast” manifold. Let II, the projector on the “slow” manifold, be defined by 
IIu = C eik,“3u(k). 
kEC 
Let 
(39) W= {UE L2(s2) ) Pu=O and IIu=u}, 
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and let 
(40) WI = {UE L’(R) 1 Pu=O and IIu=O}. 
We immediately have: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. - l u E W if and only if 3u has its support in C and u E W’ if and 
only if 3u has its support in Cl, 
l {U E L2 1 Pu = 0) = W $ WI, the sum being orthogonal with respect to the 
L2 scalar product, 
l II and 1 - II are orthogonal projectors, W = Ker L = Ker (L - I) and 
W’ = Zm L = Zm(,C - I), 
l if4 E L2([0,T]. L2(0)) then ,C(t/&)4 converges weakly to IQ5 in L2([0, T], L2(Q)). 
(where Ker L is the kernel of L and Im L its range.) 
Proof. - Let us prove only the last point. 
which converges weakly to 
c “ikZ34(k) = rl(Lq3J) 
k&ZL,w(k)=O 
by the stationnary phase Theorem. 0 
4.2. Weak limit 
PROPOSITION 4.2. - The weak limit of a sequence u’ of solutions to (1, 2, 3) bounded 
in L”(0, T; L2(R)) fl L2(0, T; H1(s2)) is equal to IIv, where II is the strong limit of 
v’ = q-t/&)uE, and so lies in L2( [0, T], W). 
Proof. - The weak limit 12 of uE is also the weak limit of L(t/e)v since ‘II’ - C(~/E)ZI 
converges strongly to 0 in L2( [0, T]! L2(Q)) by Theorem 1.2. And l(t/e)w converges 
weakly to IIv by Proposition 4.1. 
Remark. - An other way to look at this is to write that L(u”) - 0 in the sense of the 
distributions by taking the limit of (1). So L(G) = 0, that is IIti = ti. 
4.3. Oscillations 
Let us split u into a non oscillatory term ti = IIv which describes the mean flow, and 
a wave term w = II - G which describes the interacting waves which propagate with a 
high velocity. 
The operator & is quadratic, so we can define Q(u, w) in an obvious way. 
THEOREM 4.3. - Let uE be a sequence of solutions of (1, 2, 3), bounded in 
L”(0, T; L2(0)) n L2(0,T: H1(R)). L e II be the strong limit of L(--t/~)u~(t) in t 
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L”(0, T; H”(R)) f or every s < 1 (see Theorem 1.2). Under the assumption (27), ti = IIv 
and w = (1 - II)v satisfy: 
(41) &u + IIQ(u, G) + III&(w, w) - Au = 0 
(42) 6’tw + (1 - II)(Q(w, w) + G!(u, w) + Q(w, ti)) - AW = 0. 
Proof. - On v we have 
(43) &TJ + Q(v, ZI) - ATJ = 0. 
This equation on u can be considered as an equation describing at the same time the 
behaviour of the weak limit U. (projection of u on W) and of the time oscillations w 
(projection of ‘u on Wi). The equation (43) can be split in an equation on u and an 
equation on w with the operator If 
(44) &ii + II@@, a) + IIQ(ti, w) + IIQ(w, ‘1~) + IIQ(w, w) - Au = 0; 
but lTQ(ti, w) = 0 by the definition of If and the expression of Q because: 
(45) III&@, w) = rIv3-l c 3ti(k’) c3 3w(k”), 
k’+k”=k,w(k’)+w(k”)=w(k) 
(46) = c73-1 c 3-u@‘) @I 3w(k”) = 0, /c’+k”=k,~(k’)+w(k”)xd(k)=o 
since w(lc’) = 0 and w(/c”) # 0 if 3ti(Ic’) # 0 and 3w(k”) # 0 and similarly, 
IIQ(w, U) = 0. Notice that the term involving w create a coupling between the weak 
limit and the waves. 
On w we have 
(47) i&w + (1 - II) Qw - Aw = 0, 
so 
(49 &w + (1 - rq(Q( w, w) + e(% w) + Q( w, ii) + Q(u, u)) - Aw = 0; 
but (1 - II)Q(‘LL,ti) = 0 (the term Q(-, -) u u is not oscillatory), because 
(49) (1 - rI)Q@,U) = (1 - rI)03-l c 3ti(k’)3tqk”) k’+k”=k,w[k’)+w(le”)=w(lc) 
(50) = v3-1 c 3ti(k’)3ii(k”) = 0, 
k’+k”=k,w(k’)+w(k”)=w(k)#o 
since w(/c’) = 0 and w( P’) = 0 if ~CL(/C’) # 0 and 3G(,“) # 0. So (48) reduces to (42). 
This equation describes the evolution of the waves. 
REMARKS 
l In the general case, w can interact with G through VW @ w, and conversely, U can 
interact with w through VW @ 6 Thus, the weak limit ti depends on the oscillatory 
components w of u’, and conversely the evolution of the oscillations described by w 
depends on the “limit flow” U. 
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l Equations similar to (47) can be found in [9] to describe the evolution of the plasma 
oscillations when the permittivity of the vacuum vanishes (quasineutral limit), or in [24] 
(with only a formal justification) for acoustic waves in a closed domain. 
4.4. Well prepared data 
The following Theorem is a refined version of Theorem 0.2. 
THEOREM 4.4. - Let IL’ be a sequence of solutions of (I, 2, 3), bounded in 
L"(0, T; L2(fl)) n L2(0. T; Hi(Q)). Let ‘II be the strong limit of ,C(---~/E)‘IL~(~) in 
L’(O,T; H”(R))f or every s < 1 (see Theorem 1.2). Then, for a subsequence, G converges 
weakly in L2([0,T],L2(Q)) to 
‘E(t) =ml(t) = c eikYFu(t. k). 
w(k)=0 
If we assume that the solution of (41) and (42) with initial data ~0 is unique, the following 
assertions are equivalent 
i) 1~” converges strongly to G in L*( [O, T]. L’(a)), 
ii) II = U = II,u E W, 
iii) ~(0) = IIu(O) E W, 
iv) E&U’(O) converges to 0 in the sense of distributions. 
[f one of these assertions holds, u satisfies: 
(51) i3,u + rIQ(u, ii) - Au = 0, 
or equivalently 
(52) 
or 
(53) GEW and &ii + PV(u @ u) - AFL + L(G) = 0, 
for some V E L2([0,T].L2(R)). 
REMARKS 
The extra assumption on the uniqueness of the solution of (41) and (42) is automatically 
satisfied in the case of strong solutions. It can be removed in two dimensional space, 
but a priori not in the general case in three dimensional space. It is of course linked to 
the possible non uniqueness of weak solutions to the three dimensional incompressible 
Navier Stokes equations. 
Proof. - As U’ converges strongly to 1~0 in L’(0), we can apply Proposition 1 .l and 
Theorem 1.2. We already know that u” converges weakly in L2 to U (4.2). We have 
uE(t) - G(t) = qt/q71 - u), so uE converges strongly to 1~ in L2( [O. T], L2(s2)) if and 
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only if ,C(~/E)(V - -) u converges strongly to 0, that is if and only if u - ii = 0, because of 
(6) and (7), which proves the equivalence between (i) and (ii). 
Let us prove that (ii) is equivalent to (iii). Let us consider the solution of 
with initial data U(0) = ~0. This solution exists because of the following property 
J 
iiIIQ(lTi, 6) = 0. 
Indeed, as U E W, we have 
(54) Q(ii, ii) = PV [ii @ ii - 3-l c 3q k’y3q k”)] ) 
k’,k”EC,k=k’+k”EXL 
where ‘LZI E W’ for all t; but 
.I UPV(ii @ fi) = 0 
since V.6 = 0 and 
.I’ 
utc = 0, 
since U E W almost everywhere in t. So we can adapt the proof existence for weak 
solutions of the Navier Stokes equations. Moreover ti is a solution of (41) and (42) with 
w = 0 and initial condition ‘zL~. By unicity, we thus have U = G and w = 0, so I = 0 for 
all positive time. So (iii) implies (ii) because w = 21 - IIIv, and (ii) clearly implies (iii). 
Moreover, U”(O) converges strongly to v(O) in L2(R), so by (6) and (7), (u) is equivalent 
to the strong convergence of C(t/E)w(O) in L2([0,T],L2(R)), which is equivalent to 
w(0) = mu(O). 
Notice that the kernel of L is exactly the set of functions u such that IIu = U, so as 
u”(0) converges strongly in L2(R) to v(O), (ii) and (ill) are equivalent. 
Now (51) is clearly implied by (G) and (41). But if ii E W, we have: 
(55) &(liU) = PV u@u-3-1 c 
k’ k”EC k=k’+k”ECL / 9 
so Q(G,c) - PV(U @ U) E WI and IIQ(G,zL) - Q(ti,1JL) E WI, which leads to (52). As 
WI = Im L, (52) is equivalent to (53). q 
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REMARK. - It is equivalent to say 
l the initial data are “well-prepared”, 
l they lie on the “slow manifold’ W, 
l the solutions r6E converge strongly in L2( [0, T], L2(0)), 
l E&U’(O) converges to 0 and that ,u’ lies in W for all time. 
This essentially corresponds to the the “bounded derivatives principle” of H.-O. 
Kreiss [ 111. However, one generally says that the initial data are “well-prepared” if 
8+~“(0) is bounded. Here we only suppose that E&U’(O) converges to zero in the sense 
of distributions, which is a sharper condition. 
4.5. General case 
An expression like (27) is not general enough for the most interesting applications, 
where one rather considers, on R = Td, operators of the form (see sections 5 or 6): 
(56) Lcv = F-l c exp(iw~(k)t)(Fw(k)ld(k))v”(k), 
lLl+f' 
(57) Lv = -3-l c iwyk)(Fzl(k)~vyk))v~(k), 
l<l<d’ 
where d’ 2 d and where or are given unit vectors such that .~l(rC) for 1 < 1 5 d’ are 
orthogonal for every k. Notice that the constraint (2) requires d’ = d - 1. Let 
(58) CI, = Span (v”(k);&(k) = 0,l 5 15 d’). 
the vector space spanned by the vectors v”(k) with wr( k) = 0, 
(59) Ck = Span (v’(k);w’(k) # 0,l 5 1 5 d’) 
and let 
(60) c = UCk, YP=uc;. 
Let 
(61) W = {u E L2(R)J=u(k) E C,} 
and 
(62) WL = {u E L2(R),Fu(k) E C;}. 
Let II be the projector on W defined by 
(63) W = F-=c,W(k), 
where PC, is the orthogonal projector on CI, (with respect to the usual scalar product). 
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Theorem 4.4 holds and the limit equation can be deduced as in the previous sections. 
For instance, we obtain 2) = a and 
(64) 
Q(w,TJ’) = PF’-l c c (ik”.(v’(k) @ Y”(~‘))I1/l”(~“))VZ”(~“) 
->, lCZ z’ l”Ld’ { ylii,+w”~~~~~~irl,,,,~ 
x (FTJ(k)IvZ(k))(Al’(k’)lvZ’(k’)). 
REMARK. - Assumptions (6) and (7) are very strong, and naturally lead to (56) and 
(57), which are satisfied in the applications. In those cases, the operators Q and D are 
autonomous, and D = a. 
5. Study of the Coriolis force 
5.1. The wave equation 
Let L(U) = P(u x B). We consider the “wave equation” 
(65) a,u + P(u x B) = 0, 
(66) v.u = 0, 
with initial data u(0). 
LEMMA 5.1. - The system (65, 66) has a global solution u(t) (t E R), with 
(67) Ib(ths(Q, = b(“)llHs(~, 
if u(0) E H”(R). 
a If R = T2, with coordinates x1 and x2, B = boxI, with bo constant, then: 
(68) Tu(t, k) = exp(iw(k)t)F’u(O, k), 
where 
(6% w(k) = b,,& 
. zf R = TV, with a frame (el, es, es) and coordinates (XI, x2, ~3)~ B = hm, with 
b. constant, then 
(7()) .Fu(t, k) = exp(iw(k)t)(Fu(O, k), z&v, + exp(-iw(k)t)(Fu(O, k), V,)V, 
where 
(71) 44 = b.2. 
I$ are given unit vectors, and (.I .) is the usual scalar product. 
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Pro@. - In two dimensional space, the wave equation leads to 
(72) 13~ curl 11 + v.VH = 0. where curl 0 = dr~2 - 32u1. 
So we get, by using the Fourier transform 
(73) w(k) = + where k = (kr. ,&). 
In three dimensional space, by taking the curl of the wave equation, we get 
(74) 
u x B 
8, curl u + curl (- E )=O. 
Let (ur , ~2,~s) be the components of 71,. We have 
that is 
(75) 
where 
&MF;ru(t, k) + k&o --Fu(t: k) = 0, 
& 
0 -k3 k2 
M= k3 0 -k1 
-k2 h 0 1 
The eigenvalues of A4 arekl;]k], 0 and the corresponding eigenvectors are vi, z/z, 
(kr: k2, Its). The kernel of A4 contains (kl, Icz, rFg) which is not “divergence-free”, so 
we have (70), with w(k) = k3bO/lkl. Note that for a given k, there are two oscillation 
frequencies, namely Ic3/jkl and -F3/(kl. q 
5.2. The set W 
LEMMA 5.2. - Let R = T3, and let B = hoes. A function u E L2(R) is in W if and 
only if u does not depend on x3. 
Proof. - Just write curl (u x B) = 0, which gives 8s~~ = &u2 = i33713 = 0. Cl 
This result can be founded in Physics textbooks such as [ 121. 
5.3. The resonant set S 
Let us consider the two-dimensional case to fix the ideas. To know the precise structure 
of S is a (non obvious) algebraic problem. The set S is non void because S’ c S, with 
(76) S' = (((kl, k,), (h> -k2)). ((kl.O),(k2.O,>1(( fi,:k2j.(-%ll,o));kl.k2 E z>; 
but S \ S’ is non void too. To fix the ideas, if we look at k: and k’ with 
-64 < ICI> kp, k;, k; 5 64, 
then Card S = 56525 (with 56525/129’ - 0.0002), and Card (S \ S’) = 1518, with 
15X3/129” - 5.4.10e6. So, S contains very few couples (k, k’). Among them, S’ can 
be easely implemented. Elements of S \ S’ have to be found before all calculations and 
to be treated in a different way. Notice that their small number should allow efficient 
numerical computations. 
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5.4. Well-prepared initial data 
Let us look at the case of the Coriolis force on T3. Notice that the weak limit U is 
independent on x3 by Lemma (.5.2), so IIQ(?& U) = Q(ti, U) = P(%V)ti because (%V)ti 
is independent of x3. So the equation (51) is the two dimensionnal incompressible Navier 
Stokes equations: let u = (U 1, ~2,~s) and let 6 = (~1) 112). The limit equations are: 
(77) &G + (fi.V’L)%I - AyG = -vg. 
(78) &,u~ + (11.V2)113 - A22’s = 0. 
where V2 = (3i) 82) and Aa = 8: + 8:. In particular, if $0) E H”(0) for some s > 2, 
$t) E L-=(0, T). H”(R)) f or all T > 0. We will use this regularity property to remove 
any assumption of uniqueness from Theorem 4.4. 
Proof. - Let us prove Theorem 0.2. (ii) and (s’ ‘) 1zz are clearly equivalent. Let us prove that 
(i) implies (iii). A s uE - l(t/~) converges strongly to 0 in L2( [0, T], L2(n)), (B) implies 
that L(~/E)u converges strongly in L2([0, T], I;“(n)), which is equivalent to II E T/Ti for 
almost every t. So II which is the limit of u’, and so equals II, does not depend on the 
third variable x3, which implies (iii). 
Now if we have (E), let ti be the solution of (77) and (78) with initial data ‘~0. 
As u() E H”(O), ?L is in L”( [0, T]; H”(0)) and satisfies (1) and (2) for all E > 0; so 
ir.- = U’ - ii, satisfies 
(‘79) &iiE + V(?LE @ 1;“) - AC’ + 
ii,’ x B 
~ + (iLO) + (iz*V)ij = o> 
E 
with initial data 6’ = ?I$ - ~0; so 
because as div ,ii, = 0, 
.I ?T(fi.V)ti’ = 0 
and 
and 
IVG-([o,T]xn) 5 CII~IIL-([O.T],H”(~)), 
by Sobolev inequalities, as ii only depends on xi and 5’2. Gronwall’s Lemma, with the 
fact that G’(O) converges strongly in L2(s2) to 0 imply that uE converges strongly, to ti, 
which ends the proof. 0 
REMARKS 
l A similar Proposition holds for the Coriolis force on T2, however U is then constant 
in space and time (solution of a one-dimensional incompressible Navier Stokes equation), 
as uE (up to vanishing terms). 
l The limit U. is independent of ~3. So in this special case, the limit equation is obtained 
by letting L(U) = 0 in (1) and the limit U is solution of (1, 2) for all E > 0. 
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6. Compressible Euler and Navier Stokes equations 
In this section we will investigate the limit of strong solutions to the compressible Euler 
and Navier Stokes equations in small time as the Mach number tends to zero. The methods 
are similar to those of sections 1 and 2. The following results reformulate and extend 
previous works of [lo], 1111, and recover some results of [21]. 
Let us consider 
(81) d,p + div (pi) = 0, 
&u - ~Au -i- (u.V)u + - = VP(P) 0 
Ep ? 
where p > 0 is the density of the fluid, p is a continuous fonction of p with p’(p) > 0 and 
Q > 0 (compressible Navier Stokes equations) or cr = 0 (compressible Euler equations). 
The small parameter E appears after a change of scale in time and velocity and is linked 
to the Mach number (ratio of the typical velocity with respect to the sound speed). 
This system is not well adapted to our study: if we try to introduce L(p, U) = -p’(p)/p, 
even if p’ is constant, we do not satisfy (6) and (7), so we have to make a change of 
variables. Let 
we get 
(84) 
and 
div u 
&p + div (@u) + - = 
o 
fi ’ 
where j?(j) = Vp(1 + &6)/p - &$‘(l)Vfi. Let us take p’(l) = 1 to simplify. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. - ([lO],[ll]). Let s > d/2 + 1. Given u: E H”(R) and /J$ E H”(R) 
converging strongly in H”(a) to ug and Jo, there exists T > 0 and solutions uE and fi 
solutions of (84, 85) with initial values uo and po, bounded in C( [0, T], H”(R)). 
6.1. The wave equation 
We obtain the system of linearized acoustics: 
(86) a,u + v?, = 0, 
(87) &fi + div II, = 0. 
We can define an .C operator which solves (84) and (85) and which is an isometty on 
every H”(0). 
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6.2. The set W 
We have immediately 
(88) 
and 
w= { (iw j is a constant , div u = 0 } 
(89) w’={ (8,~) 1 /p=O, uisagradient }. 
6.3. Limit of solutions 
Let us state the results in the particular case Q = 0. For well-prepared data we get a 
slight improvement of [lo]. 
THEOREM 6.2. - Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.1, if in addition div u8 and 
(p; - I)/& converge strongly in H”(R) to 0 then uE and p’ converge strongly in 
C(IO, Tl, Hs’-2(W (f or s’ < s) to u and t? solutions of the incompressible Euler equations 
(90) a,u + (u.V)u = vp, 
(91) p = 0. 
This is a simple adaptation of Theorem 4.4. 
We can also treat the case of ill-prepared data, and recover results of 4.4. 
THEOREM 6.3. - Under the assumptions of Proposition 6.1, uE converges weakly in 
L2([0,T],L2(R)) to 6, solution of 
(92) &ii + (ii.V)fi = vp 
and 77 = L(-t/~)(zf, p”) converges strongly to G, with IIii = U. Moreover, CT = U. - ?i 
satisfies 
(93) &CT + (1 - II)Q(G + C, 6 + 0) = 0. 
So the weak limit of uE is still solution of the incompressible Euler equations. The function 
D describes the sound waves which propagate with high velocity (l/&) and high strenght 
(l/G at t = 0). The total velocity U’ is the sum of the limit flow U and of a highly 
oscillatory term, created by the sound waves. 
Proof. - It is a restatement of the section 2, excepted for the equation on 6. Let w = a; 
the section 2 gives 
(94) &ii + nqu, ii) + rIG?(w, w). 
But IIQ(C, G) - V(2L @ G) E I%“- as in Theorem 4.4. As w E WI, w = VO for some 
function 0, so let us study the expression of IIQ(w, w). It is the sum of terms like, 
for Ic = Ic’ + Ic”, 
FW(lc’)jik~FW(k”)~ + .FW(k”)jilc;FW(k’)~ 
= -kgm(k’)k~kl’.?qk”) + -Icy-O(k”)lc;kl’m(k’) 
= i(k( + kl’)(ik~~~(k’)ik~~~(k”)) = ~v~-‘(ikg~~(k’)ik~~o(k”)), 
which is a gradient, so IIQ(w, w) is a gradient, which ends the proof of (93). 0 
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7. The case of domains with boundary 
Let us consider a cylindrical domain, periodic in one direction 0 = 621 x R/Z, where 
1l1 is an open subset of R”. with a frame (Y~.c~.Q). Let L(U) = ‘(I x B, where B is 
a constant vector in the direction c::~. 
The main trouble comes from the wave equation. We can not impose II = 0 on X2 in 
(4, 5) in the general case. In fact YL’ may exhibit boundary layers phenomena. In a thin 
layer (of size of order &), one can conjecture that U’ vary rapidly under the action of the 
Laplace operator. So the linearized associated problem to consider is: 
w div II = 0. 
(97) ‘71 = 0 on X2. 
We can define t for f 2 0, but not for t 5 0, so the method of the first section fails. The 
understanding of the behaviour of ill prepared data implies a very precise understanding 
of the solutions of (95), which is a linear, though complicated problem. 
We will use a particular property of the Coriolis perturbation of the Navier Stokes 
equations to study well prepared initial data. First let us define as in 1151 the space: 
w = 1 ‘11 / 1L E H(#).O .lL = 0. P(lL x B) = 0. 
LEMMA 7.1. - Ll.51 A function IL E Hi(Q) with C.u = 0 is in I/I; if and only if 
,IL(z~, ~2, 23) is does not depend on :c+ 
Proof. - Just write curl (u, x B) = 0, which gives &ul = &u~ = &‘u3 = 0. 0 
The main property is the following: 
LEMMA 7.2. - Let ~0 E W, then for all T > 0 there exists a solution 71, E 
L”([0,T].L2(0))nL2([0.T].H,$)) qfth e incompressible Navier Stokes equations, such 
that 
(‘39) IL(t) E I4 
,for all t E [0, T]. In particular, u is solution of (I, 2) for L(u) = u x B,for all E > 0. 
!f W, E H”(R) f or some s > 2 then ‘u E L”([O,T], H”(R)). 
Prooj: - Just use the remark at the end of section 5.3: II, is independent on :I;:~ for all 
time. The regularity of u is then classical ([14]). 0 
Now we will make a simple energy estimate to get our result. 
PROPOSTION 7.3. - Let 2~6 be a sequence qf initial data which converges strongly in L’(0) 
to,function ug E W n H”(R) f or some s > 2. Then there exists a sequence of solutions uE 
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of (1, 2, 3) in L2([0, 2’1, Hi(R)) fl L”([O, 7’1, L2(n)) with initial data ug which converges 
strongly in L2( [O,T], Hi(Q)), t o u, solution of the two dimensional incompressible Navier 
Stokes equations with initial data ug. 
Proof. - Let uE = uE - u. We have 
(100) &v” + (v”.V)u + (u.V)‘U~ + (v’.V)v’ - Av’ + P = VP, 
(101) V.v’ = 0, 
(102) vE = 0 on 80. 
A classical energy estimate leads to the Proposition, since u E L”( [0, T], HS(R)). Cl 
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